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Tulane law graduate Lisa Kaas Boyle, far left, joins an expedition researching plastic
pollution in the Atlantic Ocean in 2015. The group included Celine Cousteau,
granddaughter of explorer Jacques Cousteau, and singer Jack Johnson, who has
embraced environmental causes. (Photo from Lisa Kaas Boyle)

President Barack Obama’s Dec. 28 signing of a national ban on plastic microbeads in
products like face scrub and toothpaste brought California environmental attorney
Lisa Kaas Boyle full-circle back to Tulane Law School.

As a student-attorney in the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic, Boyle, a 1990 law
graduate, first learned about plastic pollution through representing a client. She
used First Amendment public-forum doctrine to help Greenpeace get a display on
the downside of petrochemicals into the lobby of Louisiana’s Department of Natural
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Resources headquarters.

After years of working on legal strategies to prevent and reduce plastic pollution in
the world’s waterways, she was instrumental in a coalition that pushed a ban on
microbeads through the California Legislature in September 2015. Within months,
Congress had approved an even stronger bill that will take microbead-containing
rinse-off cosmetics off store shelves starting in 2017.

“And it was bipartisan,” Boyle says of the new Microbead-Free Waters Act of 2015.

She credits the Tulane Environmental Law Journal summer 2014 issue, which was
devoted to plastic pollution, with spreading awareness of the problem of tiny beads
getting into bodies of water, collecting toxins and eventually working their way into
the human diet.

“We paired science with law in each article,” Boyle says of the journal. “The idea
was, we should be taking the best science to legal policy. And, in this case, it really
worked.”

A model bill Boyle helped draft provided a framework for California’s law banning
microplastics in personal care products. That work developed into the federal law
sponsored by Reps. Frank Pallone Jr., a New Jersey Democrat, and Fred Upton, a
Michigan Republican.

Tulane law professor Oliver Houck says Boyle “was a classroom star here at the law
school and a very effective student attorney. Even then she was thinking
strategically about issues, and absolutely unafraid to pursue them.”

Linda P. Campbell is Tulane Law School’s director of communications.

A model bill Boyle helped draft provided a framework for California’s law banning
microplastics in personal care products.


